
GWAS summary statistics and SNP weights for polygenic score calculation 
 

From Wu et al. 150 risk variants for diverticular disease of intestine prioritise cell-types and enable polygenic 
prediction of disease susceptibility. Cell Genomics, 2023 
 
Below is a description of the GWAS summary statistics for the diverticular disease (DivD) of intestine and 
corresponding age of onset (AgeO) and SNP weights of DivD for polygenic score calculation. 
 
The GWAS summary statistics for DivD and AgeO were generated based on individuals of European ancestry 
(short as DivD-EUR and AgeO-EUR). Please refer to the original study above for detailed information. 
 
The GWAS summary statistics are in COJO format: 
1. SNP: rsID or positional SNP identifier 
2. A1: Effect allele 
3. A2: Other allele 
4. freq: Allele frequency of A1 
5. b: Effect size for A1 
6. se: standard error for A1 
7. p: P-value from association test 
8. N: Number of individuals 
 
The SNP weights of DivD-EUR for polygenic score calculation are in the following format (Please refer to the 
original study above for detailed information): 
1. SNP: rsID 
2. CHR: Chromosome 
3. BP: Base pair position 
4. A1: Effect allele 
5. A1Freq: Allele frequency of A1 
6. A1Efect: Weights for A1 
 
Any query please email Yeda Wu (yeda.wu@uq.connect.edu.au). 
 
Below is a graphic abstract from the study above created by Yeda Wu for your pleasure. 

 
 

BIOBANK DATA GWAS DISCOVERY

CELL TYPES & PATHWAYSPOLYGENIC SCORE

BIOLOGICAL INSIGHTS
Integrating the genotype and 

phenotype information of 724,372 
individuals (78,399 DivD case) 

across several biobanks for analyses

Diverticular disease 
(DivD) of intestine

150 risk variants point to different 
genes, including one encoding 

therapeutic target for irritable bowel 
syndrome (the constipation subtype)

The potential cell types mediating 
genetic risk for DivD include colon 
myocytes, mesothelial and stromal 
cells, and enteric neurons and glia

The derived DivD polygenic score 
significantly predicts DivD status with 

AUC of 0.69. Multiple traits are 
genetically correlated with DivD

The biological insights into DivD etiology 
from GWAS analyses include colon 

structure, gut motility, gastrointestinal 
mucus and ionic homeostasis
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